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electric and solar boats for wake parks

New horizons to develop a business that focuses on
respect for man and the environment.
“Looking forward we designed a boat to conceive a
new way to experience navigation. Simple and reliable to draw tourists of all languages and of all
ages, eager to experience unforgettable moments.”
GOGO WAKE are electric and solar powered boats,
silent and recyclable, solid and reliable, safe for na-

vigation in protected areas, perfect for experiencing
them in different situations.
Welcome on board: from rivers to lakes and the sea,
water creates natural trails and is indispensable for
sport, entertainment, culture and tourism; we are
ready and our project investor has had no regrets
and is reaping the benefits.

Enjoy the future, enjoy the GOGO.

electric and solar

silence

100% recylable

solid & reliable

access to protected
areas

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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Innovation and technology translate into
ease of use, reliability and zero impact.

STERN PLATFORM

STEREO

Discover the technical features
of GOGO WAKE

The stern platform with folding
ladder is a perfect platform for
relaxing on the GOGO WAKE.

There cannot be enjoyment
without music!

3-8 h
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COMFOR T
4 people sit comfortably in the
GOGO WAKE; the ergonomic
seats will provide you with maximum comfort.

RECHARGE

JO YSTICK

+

4,5 KWh

L: 3,85
W: 2,00

450 KG

All versions are charged
thanks to the charging cable.

The GOGO WAKE is simple
and intuitive to steer thanks
to the comfortable joystick.

300 Wp

SECURIT Y
The hull is a trimaran, therefore
it is very stable and does not
produce waves. The Gardenergy
electric motor ensures safety
and durability.

rec yclable
The GOGO can be clad with a
totally recyclable eva (ethylene vinyl acetate) coating.

1000 W
2000 W
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On request a boat trailer is also provided to
safely transport the boat to the water.
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3-4 Knots

Living wakeboard in a silent and concentrated
mood: the special design of the hull does not
create waves and coaching activity can be
carried out in respect of the rider.

electric and solar boats

COACHING

LOUNGE

electric and solar boats

4 comfortable seats, panoramic
view and living deck configuration,
will allow you to bring your lifestyle
also on the water.

A built-in stereo system and an ideal space to
experience on-the-go. Being together has never
been such an original and relaxing occasion.

electric and solar boats

FUN-MUSIC

ACTION CAMERA
electric and solar boats

The ideal position for your shooting for professionals and for anyone who
wants to capture spectacular wakeboarding beginners and experts.

A convenient joystick ensures
pleasant and simple driving for
everyone. We have taken care of safety so
that you can enjoy everything else.

SECURIT Y

electric and solar boats

WORK-SERVICE
electric and solar boats

GOGO WAKE has been designed to assist and allow you to access
the facilities of your wake park more easily and in a relaxing way.

DESIGN

Customization. The look of GOGO WAKE is an expression of its way of being: stable, efficient, eye-catching.

Seat color

CUSTOMIZABLE PAR TS
Hull color

Deck color
Customizable graphics
available upon request

Deck color
Seat color
Customizable graphics

Hull color

You can customize the look of GOGO WAKE in 4 different colors and with any image or logo.

COLORS

PROMOTION

REFERENCES

To better integrate GOGO WAKE inside your wake park, customised
versions are also available, featuring your logo and all the
coordinated promotional materials.

GOGO WAKE

GOGO

GOGO

ITALY

UK

AUSTRIA

GOGO

GOGO

GOGO

HOLLAND

DUBAI

FRANCE

gardasolar.com

GARDASOLAR SRL
Via Fortunato Zeni, 8 - 38068 Rovereto (TN) ITALIA
Tel: +39 0464 350 644
info@gardasolar.com

